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Introduction
At Factory One, this is the simplest way we define ‘brand’:
branding is about the promise of a distinct, memorable
experience. It’s about creating an expectation and delivering
it consistently every time anyone comes into contact with
your brand – whether it’s the way you answer the phone, how
your website functions, how visitors navigate your building
or how your venue looks. It’s how you make your customers
feel about themselves and their decisions when they are
interacting with your brand.

The term ‘brand’ has become
one of those words – thrown
around multiple industries –
that has branded itself (excuse
the pun) a common choice in
the business jargon dictionary.

It’s also why you visit venue A vs. venue B even if the price or
service might not be that much different (I think the ‘best pub’
debate divides Australia!) – or alternatively, it’s why you still visit
venue A vs. venue B when the price is significantly different.
Either way, it’s agreeable that developing a strong, authentic
brand and delivering it consistently is the foundation upon which
every great business, organisation and institution is built.

If we had a dollar for
every time we’d heard the
phrase ‘brand’, we’d likely
be loaded right now. So, it
might be easier to start with
what a brand isn’t…

Factory One was established in 2001 as an alternative to the
traditional hierarchy of a larger agency with the aim to create a
hands-on, open environment that focused on design excellence
to help build clients’ businesses. Keeping it small and in-house
has allowed for cohesive results and cost savings for our clients,
as well as quality control from first idea to final delivery.

A brand is not:
Your logo
Your tagline
Your product
Your service
All of these elements can be
expressions of your brand; but
they are not your brand.

Our design studio has its own production facility on site and on
tap. Design and production become a seamless process – no
disconnect, no disappointments. We can be flexible too. Use
just the part of the design process you need, or choose the
whole menu. You’ll get exactly the right combination of creative
inspiration and measurable, cost-effective results when you bring
your design dilemmas to Factory One.
We look forward to building innovative brands together with you.

Natacha Saba
Business Manager
Factory One
0433 695 703
natacha@factoryone.com.au
Factory One
22 Beresford Street,
Mascot NSW 2020
ABN: 85 628 793 082
factoryone.com.au

Got questions?
Feel free to
contact me,
I’d be happy
to chat through
any queries
you may have.

Sincerely,

Natacha Saba
Business Manager
Factory One
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Innovative
Brands
Disprupt
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With Factory One as
your creative partner,
we can help you build
one. We are a brand
and design consultancy
using creativity to help
businesses stay relevant.
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Our
Capabilities
“Great branding is about the
promise of a distinct, memorable
experience. It’s about creating
an expectation and delivering
it consistently every time anyone
comes into contact with business
or organisation.
At Factory One, our talented team knows how to perfectly
strike a balance between creativity and practicality to uniquely
articulate your brand promise – ensuring you consistently
deliver the right message, to the right people to create just
the right reaction, every single time.”
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Factory One is an end-to-end creative
partner for business, organisations and
institutions in both the private and public
sector – our multidisciplinary team works
collaboratively to deliver integrated
branding, communication and wayfinding
projects. Our holistic approach and
structured design process make us uniquely
suited to work with major brands and
culturally significant institutions who have a
range of diverse requirements when it comes
to their visual identity and the way this is
translated across communication material,
digital platforms, and signage
and wayfinding systems.

across all branded platforms: digital, print and
branded environment. With our specialised
team and on-site 500SQM production facility
boasting state-of-the-art technology, Factory
One consistently delivers creative projects with
no disconnects.
We are a respectful and diverse team
employing staff from a range of different
cultures including the Philippines, Croatia,
Brazil, England, Lebanon and Italy; with
leadership from a Director of Indigenous
background. This cultural diversity is a valuable
asset at Factory One and not only enhances
the internal working culture but adds a unique
perspective to the work we output.

For over 20 years, Factory One has worked with
clients in the government, health, retail, and
hospitality industries to create visual identities
that resonate with audiences, communities,
and cultural groups. The complexities of these
projects and their campaign rollouts required
a creative partner who was skilled and capable
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Design
Approach

More than just strategic branding, the Factory One team
can work to create a new visual communication system
that utilise complex conceptual design approaches. We’re
well versed in the creation of diverse communications
material including social media and digital assets, printed
media, signage and vehicle graphics, wayfinding systems
as well as any other components you require to help your
brand stay relevant and engage your audience.
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We follow a structured, documented design
process to create recognisable, distinct
and aspirational brands and accompanying
visual identities for our clients – the
following is an overview of the process
as a whole, with general timelines allocated
on commencement:

It presents our findings and offers the
strongest directions in which to take your
renewed identity. This document is shared
with you in a collaborative setting prior to
starting any physical design work – with
appropriate time allocated for reflection,
feedback and refinement.

Discovery

Development

Discovery involves our team thoroughly
getting to know your organisation, the
landscape in which you operate and the
audiences you speak to. This involves meeting
with your team, understanding your offering
to the community and your cultural relevance,
conducting quantitative and qualitative
research, creating audience profiles and
really drilling down to the core of how people
see you now and how you want them to see
you moving forward. The discovery stage
is tailored to every project and for larger
organisations this may involve physical
surveys and observations.

Identity development is where the rubber
hits the road! Our designers move into
interpreting your brand characteristics in
a more visual way. The Strategy stage will
outline a detailed list of requirements which
are flexible but expected to include: the
renewed visual identity including logos, font
systems and colour schemes; variations
of the identity for use across digital, print
and signage applications with and without
taglines, height/width restrictions and
logomarks (if applicable); development of
communication materials and associated
templates, development of signage and
wayfinding systems and their associated
assets for production; and the development
of all digital and print assets for all required
platforms.

Strategy
Once the Discovery stage is complete, our
team will develop a brand and visual identity
strategy unique to you. This is the start of an
established visual language and the direction
needed to communicate the brand promise.
We will also suggest tactics short and long
term for how the strategy can be expressed
throughout your organisation, across
elements like communication materials and
wayfinding assets.
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Identity Guidelines
Once the Discovery, Strategy and Development
stages are complete, we’ll develop a comprehensive
Identity Guideline specifically for you. This is
your handbook for how to properly express your
brand: where and how to use the logos, colours,
fonts; the hierarchy of communication materials;
the appropriate requirements for digital and print;
how the wayfinding system operates; what kind of
imagery and finishes to look for and use, and just as
importantly, how NOT to express your identity, in
order to consistently communicate your message.
This can be shared with your external partners to
ensure consistency across all facets of your brand,
as well as internally to company team members.
This ultimately results in a strengthened identity and
community presence.

Design and
production become
a seamless process
– no disconnect, no
disappointments.

Creative Partner +
Print & Signage Production
Clients come to Factory One because they want
creativity combined with production practicality
(rarer than you think). Design and production
become a seamless process – no disconnect, no
disappointments. We’re proud to become creative
partners with our clients and offer a true, endto-end solution. As such, we offer our clients the
option to continue partnership after the renewed
identity development for the production of print,
signage and wayfinding assets as well as their
installation. Factory One employs a full-time, inhouse production and installation team who can
facilitate projects of all sizes locally and nationally.
Additionally, Factory One offers continued support
across all future design and identity roll-out
requirements if needed.
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Factory
Core
KEY ACCOUNT MANAGER
Natacha Saba
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Cathy Schneider
Cathy has over 20 years’
experience in the creative
industry and has been leading
Factory One as Creative Director
for over 14 years. Her time
in the creative industry as a
designer, business-owner and
Creative Director has given
her the ability to expertly lead
design teams across a range
of different projects; from the
development of new visual
identities and their respective
campaign rollouts across the
government, health, property
and hospitality industries; to
the creative management of
multi-faceted teams disciplined
across digital and print design,
communications strategy,
wayfinding strategy, signage
production, photography,
videography and more.
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Working in the communications
and design industries for over
7 years, Natacha is closely
attuned with client needs and
expertly manages the coordination between all relevant
team members, stakeholders
and suppliers for major creative
development and campaign
roll-out projects. An integral part
of the Factory One team, she
understands the importance of
nurturing relationships to clearly
communicate client expectations
while balancing the complexity
of creative projects at hand –
continually striving to deliver
projects that are on-time, onbudget and on-brief.

CREATIVE LEAD
Kat Marsden
A long-time passion for design
and 10 years’ experience in the
creative industry has allowed
Kat to accumulate a wealth of
design experience – working
in everything from small-tomid-size design studios to
large-scale, in-house design
and communications teams. For
more than 5 years at Factory
One, alongside the lead creative
team, Kat has thoroughly honed
her ability to execute design
briefs across all types of projects.
Her flair for visual identity
development has resulted in the
captivating re-development of
existing brands, paying homage
to historic roots while capturing
modern evolution to resonate
with current audiences.

DIGITAL LEAD
Vanessa Tracey

COMMUNICATIONS LEAD
Tom Etherington

An uncanny knack for all things
digital, Vanessa has over 9 years’
experience designing and rolling
digital campaigns out across
any size, scale and platform. Her
ability to seamlessly develop
and integrate visual identities
across digital platforms has
ensured audiences’ brand
experience is not only consistent,
but functional, engaging and
intuitive. Another key member of
the lead creative team, Vanessa
has worked collaboratively
alongside clients and designers
at Factory One for almost
two years, using her previous
experience at an in-house,
20-person design and marketing
team for a major Australian
retailer to consistently exceed
campaign goals.

Tom spent 18 years creating
campaigns and content for some
of the world’s biggest media
brands in both Sydney and
London. From Bauer Media and
Associated Newspapers, to SBS
and Foxtel, he helped magazine,
newspaper and digital platforms
adapt and shape their content to
win and retain loyal customers.
Over the last five years at
Factory One, Tom has used those
creative communications and
media skills to help our clients
find their brand voice before
developing and implementing
content, marketing and PR
strategies to excite and engage
their audiences.

Our dedicated, Factory One team
members can work collaboratively
with you to create new strategic creative
solutions that are both memorable and
disruptive, ensuring your brand is future
proof in the evolving market place.

SIGNAGE STRATEGIST
Andrew Hall
Previously the Senior Project
Manager at Signcraft, one of
the largest brand implementers
and signage manufactures in
Australia, Andrew has unique
experience in the strategy,
management, delivery and rollout of wayfinding and signage
projects. Working across major
projects in the private and public
sector, noteworthy is Andrew’s
successful tender and delivery
of the state-wide Wayfinding
Program for Transport for NSW
(RFT ID TPD-14-3733) and the
award-winning UTS Wayfinding
Signage overhaul and redesign,
in collaboration with other
partners. It was the latter that
prompted Andrew to join the
Factory One team, his years of
built environment experience
strengthening Factory One’s
delivery of end-to-end, branding,
communications and wayfinding
projects.
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Recent
Work
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NSW Health
Factory One have done a diverse range of work
for many hospitals and healthcare facilities
under the NSW Health umbrella.
The redevelopment of the Royal North Shore
Hospital included branding, promotional
material development, wayfinding system
strategy and the subsequent production
and installation of signage. Similarly, we
were engaged for the major redevelopment
of the Blacktown Mt Druitt Hospital and
rolled this campaign out across multi-level
wayfinding systems, construction hoardings,
communication materials, branded promotional
material and more. We worked closely with
the Communications Manager and Project
Managers for both Projects. From these, we
were referred to Westmead Hospital, the
Southern Sydney Cancer Centre, the Northern
Sydney Cancer Centre, St George Hospital and
the RNSH Fundraising Department, completing
a diverse range of creative communication
projects across many different platforms.
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UTS Wayfinding
With 15 buildings already composing its
fragmented, southern Sydney CBD campus,
UTS invested in an additional 4 buildings
as a part of its major UTS Masterplan
redevelopment. This required an extensive
strategic overhaul of existing wayfinding
systems and the implementation of over 8,000
signs across 19 buildings. After successfully
tendering for this major brand implementation,
Andrew Hall co-ordinated and collaborated
with multiple creative partners to ultimately
facilitate and manage the design & strategy
in application and day-to-day production &
installation of all wayfinding systems over 2
years. With extensive production knowledge,
Andrew’s input was invaluable in the strategy
development stage to realistically visualise
possible outcomes and create structured
design systems to facilitate project delivery.
The renewed campus experience not only
utilised cutting-edge technology but created a
wayfinding system that greatly complemented
its densely populated city-scape setting.
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St Ives Shopping Village
Factory One has worked as a long-time major
creative partner to the St Ives Shopping
Village for over 3 years, with an exclusive
contract to produce, manage and publish its
Village Life magazine – a seasonal, 40-page
lifestyle magazine, now with over 12 editions.
Featuring content from over 120 retailers in
the centre, Factory One manages creative
direction, design development, all editorial
copy, project management of photography
and creative shoots, as well as print production
and distribution. In addition to this, Factory
One exclusively manages all design and
communication requirements for the centre,
creating all promotional and communication
material across digital media and the roll-out
of this across internal and external signage.
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Fig & Bloom
With an already established business,
Fig & Bloom came to Factory One looking
to refresh their brand and speak to the
right audiences – with a large portion of
their revenue dedicated to ad spend, they
wanted to cultivate more organic reach and
loyalty within their customer base.
An extensive discovery process birthed
a detailed brand identity strategy,
unearthing the true values Fig & Bloom held
close and the ways in which they could
use their new visual language to speak to
their diverse customer base. The illustrative
elements were carefully refined and finally,
the swift roll-out across all touchpoints
began: from wrapping paper to building
signage, Factory One continues to create,
produce and manage the implementation
of the renewed Fig & Bloom brand.
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Gregory Jewellers
As an Australian-owned, family operated
business with over 50 years of captivating
history, the Gregory Jewellers brand sits
alongside an extensive portfolio of diamond
jewellery and internationally recognised
watch brands, such as TAG Heuer, Breitling,
Tissot, IWC, Oris and Gucci, to name a few.
Our first major project together came at
Christmas – creating a distinct creative
direction which was rolled out across a
40-page printed catalogue, digital assets
and printed/ installed visual merchandising
items – this paved the way for our continued
partnership. Collaborating together for the
past year, we have delivered high-quality
creative campaigns across all NSW and VIC
boutiques, rolled-out extensively across print,
digital and signage platforms. Factory One
now operates exclusively as the lead creative
partner to Gregory Jewellers.
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GenHemp
Aiming to produce the world’s first
hemp-based, fully recyclable coffee cup,
two passionate sisters approached Factory
One for an identity and strategy to build their
brand from the ground up. They had a name
and an idea, and together we created the
rest. GenHemp demanded a unique identity
which matched their innovation, optimism
and energy, all the while walking a tightrope
between government policy and societal
shift. Pairing the new cup-shaped logo icon
with bright neon greens visually represented
their energy and rebellious nature while still
considering the diverse range of stakeholders
that may cross its path. Initial packaging,
communications material and digital assets
have been developed, while we eagerly await
the research and development of the final
product.
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Looking
forward
to working
with you.

22 Beresford Street
Mascot NSW 2020
T +61 2 9319 4222
factoryone.com.au

